Institute Is A Professional School

Panel Concludes MIT Must Impart Social Responsibility To Graduates

"MIT: A Professional School?" was summarized Edwin Canham, chairman of the panel discussion held in Kresge Auditorium last Friday, February 21. He added that the group felt there was a small diminishing to the train school, but is also growing university spirit.

The panel was asked for the panel's conclusions under the general topic: MIT Professional School? They were: What are the reasons of science and trade school, but also a growing university spirit.

"What are the natures of science and technology?; How does MIT attempt to convey these responsibilities to its students and the faculty?; Are the responsibilities of the scientist and engineer hold to society?; What are the responsibilities of the college of administration. In support of the panel's conclusions, he felt, would be to continue his study of the facts, heartily approved of by the students.

AA Elects Ekborg, Drew

The MIT Athletic Association held its annual elections for officers Thursday night.

Elected President was Paul Ekborg '59 who will receive two degrees from next June. He replaces Dick Holland '58.

Mike Eyer was elected Varsity Vice President, replacing Glen Darrow, and Dave Berg was re-elected as Intramural Vice President.

Dick Strehle was re-elected Be-Yard, replacing Bill Putt.

The Athletic Association is an organization for athletic activities at MIT, working with the Athletic Board. In the past, it sponsored Field Day, and at present is in charge of operating budgets for all teams.

Iron Birds Caged In Bldg., Seven Lobby Missiles Are Displayed Here

The largest missile exhibit ever held in New England was opened in the building of Building 20 yesterday. Sponsored by the department of aeronautical engineering, the exhibit includes about 20 major displays, ranging from a 20-foot Air Force ICBM to a missile of small-scale models of a number of U. S. missiles.

Besides the BOMARC, which is being shown for the first time in New England, other missiles in the exhibit include a WARR, a SARPROW III, and a Nike, Model of the Navy's TESSER and SARPROW I, along with a one-seated model of the NKE, also on display. Other items cover many missile developments in each as instrumentation, propulsion, and fire control research.

The exhibit will be open to the public from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. from Saturday, March 1, to Saturday, March 7.

Incomm Halves Its Membership, Dropping UAVP, Coed Rep., Frosh And Senior Reps

Institute Committee cut its own membership in half at a meeting last Thursday. The representative of the Association of Women Students from Incomm has stirred deep feelings among the coeds. Last Thursday's meeting of the AWAIS was attended by 30, and the coeds were taken by storm.

The panel cut the Institute was announced, they would have no status at all. They would be neither a governmental organization, a living group, a social group, nor an activity, and would have no part in any student organization.

Coeds Fight Expulsion From Incomm, Seek Status As A Group

The removal of the representative of the Association of Women Students from Incomm has stirred deep feelings among the coeds. Last Thursday's meeting of the AWAIS was attended by 30, and the coeds were taken by storm.

After a heated debate, a motion to compel the representative of the Association of Women Students to return was voted, and the AWAIS representatives were declared expelled.
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